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We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
Peoples’ Lives Better.
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If You’re Having Trouble Believing In The Pure
Joy And Happiness That Santa Can Bring To
The World You Need To Watch These 3 Movies
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Managing Your Collaboration
Ecosystem
By Rito Salomone

tion, customer experience and ROI are difficult to consolidate
and reconcile across
one vendor’s offerings let alone multiple
vendors.
The evolution of communication tools has
transformed our lives
and allowed us to be
agile and mobile.
Managers no longer
need to be tied to
their desks to act, react and enact solutions
based on concrete
real time quantitative
information.
Collaboration is communication between
two or more people connected from
anywhere,
anytime
to share ideas, build
consensus, establish
direction, and /or accomplish a specified
goal. It is what we
attempt to do every
day in our business
and personal lives.
Businesses need to
connect to other businesses and customers.

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

• Almost 1.9 billion
people or 43% of
the global workforce
will be working remotely by 2022.

remains
committed
to helping managers
wade through adoption and optimize
complex ecosystems.

• Nearly fifteen percent of employee
work time is lost due
to insufficient communication.

The convergence of
voice and data, the
huge strides in bandwidth speeds and the
creativity of industry
leaders like Microsoft,
Cisco, Google, Avaya,
Broadsoft, Mitel and
many others is creating massive disruption in the space.

• Roughly $11K is
lost per employee,
per year due to ineffective communication.

People need to connect with each other. The way we collaborate has underEfficient
collabora- gone more dramatic
tion is only achieved changes in the last
when everyone is on twenty years than in
the one hundred years
the same page.
following Alexander
Here are some rea- Graham Bell’s great
sons why your com- invention.
pany needs to take
your
collaboration Exciting new changes
ecosystem seriously: are being introduced
and adopted more
• Employees spend rapidly than ever beover two thirds of fore. RSI has always
their time connecting believed that communication is the lifeline
and collaborating.
of your business and

Communication has
evolved from a pointto-point audio connection to a collection of
participants huddling
in virtual groups or
teams
empowered
through voice, video,
and chat.
Participants can conveniently meet, collaborate, share ideas
and complex designs
through presentations,
file share, screen share
or whiteboard using
any device from any-

where. Collaboration
solutions such as Slack,
Cisco Spark, Microsoft Skype for Business/Teams. Google
G Suite, Avaya/Zang
Spaces and many others are forcing managers to think beyond the
enterprise.
These solutions address the realities of
today’s digital and
mobile world. People
are demanding more
from their communication ecosystem.

ing, etc.) tailored to
your business needs.
Communication platform as a service
(cPaaS) are powerful cloud based do-ityourself frameworks
that offer ultimate
power to tailor the
communication experience. Many traditional PBX/UCaaS
providers now offer
truly
customizable
communication platforms (incl. Avaya/
Zang, Cisco/Spark/
Tropo,
Genband/
Kandy) along with
pace-setter Twilio.

They need to be able
to access information
anytime in secure but
flexible work spaces The increasing popufrom any device.
larity of these systems and dozens of
Traditional communi- other
pre-designed
cation providers and collaboration Software
several
prominent as a Service (SaaS)
entrants
are offer- makes decisions about
ing Unified Commu- how to communicate
nications as a Service even more complex.
(UCaaS) that allow The
management
you to select your problem is magnified
own
blend (voice, when solutions are
video, chat, meeting, chosen and deployed.
file sharing, schedul- Metrics about adop-

Desktop, hybrid and
cloud products for
analyzing, voice, video, chat, email, meetings and collaboration
teams
are vital to
communication management.
Managers need concrete
information
about their business
collaboration ecosystem to monitor adoption, guard against
misuse, meet compliance standards, ensure
network
efficiency,
optimize customer experience, manage the
workforce and empower productivity.
Want to manage your
collaboration spaces
and your entire communication ecosystem. Visit us at http://
www.shadowspaces.
io
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Rito_
Salomone/17833
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Have Some Fun With Your Kids
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What The World Needs
Now Is Givers & Healers

© Derek White December 2017

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/about
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By Dr. Barbara Gulbranson

sentments or judgements no matter what
the appearance. After
all, we know there is
always a bigger spiritual picture that our
human minds cannot
fathom.
If we entrust our affairs into the keeping of Spirit, we are
released
from the
clutches of anything
unlike love and can
let our soft and gentle
side be predominant
in our lives.

I have the best job
in the world. My job
description is basically this: love other
people.
Whether I am working with Hospice
families,
coaching
private clients or writing books, my purpose
to love others remains
the same. We all have
the same purpose
here on Earth, which
is to express God as
love.
Opportunities to give
love and kindness
abound everywhere
you look. It’s in the
loving that we are spiritually lifted to higher
levels of consciousness. A heart steeped
in love is the most
beautiful and precious
gift to the world.
The heart is the organ
through which spiritual perception takes
place. Which is why
cultivating a kind and

loving heart is the you. It is the eternal
path to enlightenment. flame of Spirit alive
within each one of
When we have this us.
unbounded love for
God and all of crea- In this high place of
tion (including the awareness, we beanimal kingdom), we come fully awakened
attain what I call the and realized human
Infinite Bliss mode of beings
who don’t
action.
love out of clinging,
or for validation, but
In this highest state from fullness of our
of consciousness, we heart, giving
and
remain untouched by seeking nothing in
anything unlike love. return.
Yes we are faced
with challenges like Our love is transanybody
else; but formed from a “what
even in the bleakest can I get from this”
experience, we tran- attitude to an overscend those challeng- flowing river of genes and stay rooted in erosity. From this
love.
vantage
point, we
drop the
ego and
From this peaceful stand pure as an inplace, we arrive at a strument of God on
state of conscious- Earth.
ness where the light
of Christ within inten- For me, when I besifies. While the Christ gin my day I request
light can grow dim the angels use me
from stress, pain and as their instrument
negativity, it can nev- to bring divine meser be severed from sages, guidance and

blessings to those I
meet.
I ask the angels to
use my human form
as their messenger on
Earth. This sets the
tone for the day and I
feel wide expansion
in my heart from
being a willing and
humble servant of the
celestial realm.

shell that we might
be using as protection. We discard the
mantle of hardheartedness, no
matter
what anyone has done
to hurt us.

Life’s hardships can
toughen us or can
make us more understanding and kind.
When we clear away
the weeds that strangle our capacity for
unconditional love,
our heart becomes
wide open for the living Presence of God.
This is the moment
when the awakening
takes place.

When we drop the armor that seemingly
protects us, we feel
deep compassion and
unbounded joy. What
Article continued on
To love completely, a relief to no longer
page...11.
we shed any hard hold any grudges, re-
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Everything Is
Pain
Connected, So
If One Thing
Is Out Of
Alignment,
It Could
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Rosemarie Sumalinog Gonzales

Being busy here refers to being active
and engaged in any
activity that keeps
your brain busy or
work-related activities that keeps you
focused.
These activities include writing, research,
exercising,
painting,
cooking,
planting in your garden and many more
that will keep your
adrenaline rush going
and give you a sense
of focus.

possible
made.

mistakes can’t imagine I’m ca- as a person.
pable of.
I
believe that If
Your brain is hap- I am always on the you’re busy doing a
py when engaged in rush. Being busy number of different acsomething
creative gets me fired up and tivities, such as learnand
intellectual. energized. It gives ing a new skill, doing
When you’re focused me a feeling of self- a market research,
on the task at hand,
you have no room
for negative thoughts
because you’re too
busy to think.

The less time you
spend worrying and
reminiscing
negative events that happened in the past, the
better you’ll feel; but
Being
busy also not to the extent of
means that you are overworking. It is not
constantly
improv- healthy at all.
ing yourself. You’re
doing such tasks be- Being busy is a sign
cause you want to of stature. And while
get better at it. In oth- it may seem exhauster words, those ac- ing to be always ontivities would lead to the-go, being producboosting your self-es- tive provide means
teem and your mood. more happiness than
more downtime. I
The happier you feel can attest to this fact
about yourself, the because there are
better your perfor- even times that I am
mance. When you’re working very hard to
confident, you always meet deadlines and
have more room for still have a million
improvement and for and one things to do
learning from any which other people

accomplishment. It
keeps my mind active and constantly
thinking, making my
brain work a little bit
harder than it normally does. The fact that
my mind is switched
on and can do different things means I
am developing myself

building a business,
or even socializing,
you are pushing your
boundaries, learning
more about yourself,
your skills and abilities and what you can
achieve.

optimum level. You
learn how to prioritize, organize and find
more ways of doing
things efficiently and
effectively.
The very

fact

and connect with other people on a more
personal level.
Seeking and living
a pleasant life might
make you happy in
the short run, but
that without purpose it
could make your life
miserable over time.
Keeping
yourself
busy therefore, makes
you happier
and
healthier rather than
doing nothing.

you are accomplishing a lot in your life
everyday can boost
your
self-esteem.
When you continually learn and develop
in the process, it can
lead to a higher level
of confidence.

You
are utilizing
your potentials at its You can easily relate

Keeping
yourself
busy in doing meaningless or unnecessary tasks, is a waste
of energy. But when
you’re doing something productive and
meaningful, it gives
you a sense of fulfillment; thereby, making
you happier than being idle.
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Rosemarie_Sumalinog_
Gonzales/1972656
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Quote Of The Week!

see how you can apply it to make your and other
people’s lives better.

“You Want Success Right? Well The Only
Way To Really Succeed Is To Make It

Mutually Beneficial

For All Concerned. There Are 7.5 Billion
People Out There. Do You Think They
Are All Only Thinking Of You?”
© Derek White December 2017

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com
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The Path Of Love
By Dr. Barbara Gulbranson

As a spiritual seeker,
you are already a
loving
individual.
Now I’m inviting you
to go a little deeper,
to become more sensitive and vulnerable
and empty yourself
of everything except
love.
I’m not talking about
doing random acts of
kindness
(although
this is one form of
love).
I’m talking

about emptying your
heart of
anything
and everything that
is unlike love - release blame, guilt, resentments, pettiness,
grievances, criticism
and judgements and let your heart be
bathed in the warm
glow of love.
For success in this
life is not measured
by how much money
we make, but by how

much love we give.
Start your day volunteering to be an instrument of love. Let
the Christ light shine
bright and strong, and
step into the glory of
sacred love.
This is our job description for eternity
- to love and be the
light on Earth. Let’s
walk this path together and uplift the

world and those who Lasting Love and
live in it.
Angel Talk: Five Easy
Ways for Connecting
Dr. Barbara Gulbran- With Your Angels, are
son
is a spiritual changing the lives of
coach, author, speak- thousands of people
er, Hospice chaplain around the world.
and frequent guest on
radio and TV shows. She is an ordained
Her critically ac- minister and holds a
claimed books, Live Doctorate of Divinity
Your Joy: How to from Emerson TheoAwaken From Spir- logical Institute. For
itual Slumber,” How more about the auto Attract Your Soul thor’s books, classes
Mate: The Secrets of and coaching serv-

ices and for free gifts
such as downloads,
book study guides and
Joy newsletters, visit
http://www.liveyourjoy.org.
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Dr._Barbara_
Gulbranson/281422
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Question? How Is It Possible
For Many Millions Of People
To Pay Off Their Mortgages
20+ Years Early?
Answer: Join The Wealth For The Workers’ Team For Free
Then Use The Leverage Of All The Working People Working
Together To Help Each Other Pay Off Their Mortgages.
https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealth-for-the-workers/
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD Puzzle thanks to Cath ED of TGNNP
Sudoku Thanks to Derek Editor of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

How tuned up is your mind? Here is This Week’s Crossword :-).
Across

1

1 something
mentioned
previously (2)

6

15 loudly (5)
18 exist (2)
19 point of a pen (3)
20 part of a plant
that is used for
food (pl) (10)
23 an expession to
insist someone
comes and sees
you (2)
24 without stops
(10)
29 a person who
designs, builds or
maintains
engines,
machines, or
structures. (9)

4

5

8
10

11

12

14
15

16

17

18

19
20

9 the family name
of a lily (4)

14 woman's head
attire (5)

7

13

6 Fiftieth state of
America (6)

13 title for a male
(3)

3

9

4 to mark
something as
correct (4)

10 a grey-striped
plaid cloak,
formerly worn by
shepherds in
Scotland (4)

2

21

22
23

24

25

26

29

Down
2 relating to
Thailand (4)
3 meat from a pig
(3)
4 shy (5)
5 brave (10)
7 putting in order
(9)

21 colour of the sky
(sometimes!) (4)
22 abbr sister (3)
25 upon (2)

27

28

Best Foods For
Your Brain

26 abbr title (2)
27 abbr north east
(2)
28 either (2)

8 abbr Western
Union (2)
11 abbr Alcoholics
Anonymous (2)
12 a barrier
sonstructed to
hold back water
(3)
13 to supply
assistance to
someone (7)
14 you in Italian (2)
16 recline (3)
17 receive
something (6)
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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Where Is Your Pathway
Taking You?

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/the-green-body-cleanse.html
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7 Things Your Readers
Want To Read In Your
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

Next Blog Post
By Wong Chendong

As you probably already know, there
are some things your
readers will want to
read about more than
others.
I’ve
been using 7
simple
guidelines
to make sure I don’t
bore my readers, and
I’d like to share them
with you. Hopefully,
they’re going to help
you when you write
your next blog post,
so sit back, relax and
enjoy!

should
keep your
blog on topic, and
you can’t lose focus
from the fact that the
main thing your readers want is what you
can teach them about
what they’re interested in.
That’s true, but they
do want a little bit of
what’s going on inside your head, even
if it’s not related to
the niche.
(Please note that I
said a little bit, not a
whole lot.)
2. They Want to
Read About Your
Personal Life.

This goes along with
what we just talked
about, but in a differ1. They Want to ent way. We just disRead What’s Inter- cussed who you are
esting to You.
as a person, and now
we’re going to talk
If you do everything about how you live.
right, your followers
will love you. They A really good examwill want to be a part ple of talking about
of your life. They’ll your personal life
want to know what and tying it to your
interests you, what niche is a story that
bores
you, what Frank Kern talked
makes you sad or hap- about. He used to
py.
run a successful dog
training business onIf you do everything line, for which he
right, your readers used a pseudonym.
will be your friends,
and they’ll be genu- One day he realized
inely interested in he’s going to hit a
what makes you tick. million
dollars in
sales that year, so he
Some people say you

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

decided to film the
actual event of making that money. As it
so happens, he was
actually on vacation
with his family when
this was happening,
so he talked about
that as well.
He told a story about
how he was going to
fly the whole family
some place, but then
he realized it would
actually be better to
just charter a plane,
so they did.
This was fun, the
people hearing the

story
were entertained, but he also
strengthened his position as an expert in
the field, killing two
birds with one stone.

ing on in the niche,
and noticing there’s
something new happening, go ahead and
post about it.

Read About Strategies that Worked for
You.
This is my all time
favorite. Nothing can
beat a strategy, a system, a trade secret or
a killer tip that you
know is going to help
your readers.

Your followers will
3. They Want to eat it up. The earlier
they get the news, the
Read News.
better, so timing is
Anything new hap- very important here.
pening in the market?
It goes without say- Article continued on
ing, that if you’re late page...20.
Any trends you’ve and the market is alspotted that will lead ready talking about
to changes for your it, then it’s better for
readers?
you to say nothing
and move on.
Whenever
you’re
looking at what’s go 4. They Want to
Page17
17
Page
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Please Get Behind A Great Cause

Please Get
Behind A
Great Cause

jured, abused and
surrendered animals,
and investigates over
58,000 complaints of
animal cruelty and
neglect. With less
Each year, the RSP- than 3% of the RSPCA cares for around CA’s funding received
127,000
stray, in- from governments.

The RSPCA relies
heavily on the wonderful support of the
community to continue to care for animals
in need.
Supporting
Happy
Tails is easy and
gives everyone the

chance to get tails in your workplace, RSPCA care for aniwagging!
school or community. mals, just like our heroes Beau, Hamish,
You can get involved Please go to http:// Teddy and Elsie.
by purchasing mer- www.rspca.org.au/
chandise or by join- happy-tails-day/
ing our team of individual fundraisers To donate. Funds
selling Happy Tails raised will help the

http://www.rspca.org.au/happy-tails-day/
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour To 196 Countries:
$50 plus gst Per Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour To 196 Countries: $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour To
196 Countries:
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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7 Things Your Readers
Want To Read In Your

Next Blog Post

By Wong Chendong
Article
continued you is you get the
from page..17.
results they want. No
matter what market
Before you share a you’re in, people
trade secret, however, want to get what you
you need to make have.
sure that it works,
which
means you
need to test it yourself.

bodybuilding niche,
and you focus on
mostly on getting
a toned body once
someone has already
gotten rid of the excess weight.

record you as you
work out. This might
seem strange to you,
especially at first, but
it’s awesome to see
your idol work out.

just crack a joke casually, for example,
you’ll do great. If, on
the other hand, you try
too hard, what you say
won’t be funny, and
it’ll seem weird. Just

On top of that, before you sit down
and write about your
test results, you need
to plan your content carefully, so that
you’re able to present
the whole strategy in
such a way, that everyone can take it, implement what you tell
them
and succeed
with it.
You don’t want to
leave important details out, as that would
cause your readers to
fail. Obviously, when
they fail, they think
what you’re saying
doesn’t work and you
lose authority. You
don’t want that.

Now, this
doesn’t
usually require going
behind the scenes, so
to speak, and looking
at how you work, but
a post like that every
5. They Want to now and again will
Read About How make your blog much
You Work.
more interesting.

Obviously, you share
them pretty much
everything they need
to know, and they’re
happy implementing
your advice.
Now, although they
don’t really need it
to succeed, go ahead
and take them to your
One of the main rea- For example, you’re gym. When you’re
sons people follow in the fitness and there, have someone

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

6. They Want to have fun and your
Read Funny Stuff.
readers will have fun
with you.
This is pretty self explanatory. If you have 7. They Want to See
something that’s both Pictures and videos.
funny and related to
your niche, go ahead There’s nothing more
and share it.
boring than a block of
plain, mundane text.
The key is, to be re- You don’t have to
laxed about it. If you just plain write if you

don’t want to. You can
use pictures, screen
capture videos, talking head videos, pictographics, diagrams,
audios, comics, or
anything else that
will help you to break
things up.
Just use your imagination, come up with
something fun, and
enjoy it.
Wong Chendong delivers the oohs, ahhs,
and woes of blogging
matters like any man
would... rough. He’s
frank, to the point and
likes it raw. His been
where you are and
knows for a fact that
he can help you. He’ll
share with you everything he knows about
blogging @
www.TheBadBlogger.
com
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Wong_
Chendong/151673

https://www.thebadblogger.com/
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For Only AU$37.00!! Go To

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/our-shop/
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Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Nutrition Diets & Weight
Loss - The Trigger Factor
Exposed
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By Dr. Gary Gendron

Often we fall short
of the mark and do
not reach our desired
weight loss. We reflect
and analyze the foods
we did or didn’t consume and take note of
our increased activity
level only to be discouraged to resume
our attempts again.
Heredity, set point
theory, sex hormones,
stress hormones are
perhaps our explanations of failed attempts at a healthy
nutrition diet.

ies fat burning thermostat in motion for
the day... actually
200% more efficient
during exercise at this
time”.
Another fact is that
fat “preferably mono
unsaturated fats such
as avocado, coconut,
olive oil, etc.”, combined with a carbohydrate will slow the
rate at which glucose
will rise in the blood
stream and also will
produce satiety so that
no hunger ensues.
Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

While there are many
causative factors that
play a role in nutrition
diets, most are synergistic and individual.
By this, I mean you
cannot look at just
one factor in weight
loss reduction.

I could go on and on
with the facts. But I’d
rather discuss something so elementary
but
essential that
missing this could be
detrimental in ones
noble
attempt to
loose weight and have
a healthy nutrition
As Berry Sears, author diet.
of The Zone, Sears
states, “diets are like You may be doing
a religion, everyone everything right exthinks they have the cept dismissing the
right one”. We can one factor that inhiblook at scientific stud- its the needle on the
ies and use the data scale to go to the left
and facts we know as or zipper the top of
true to facilitate our the pants, because the
efforts.
tape measure won’t
budge.
For example, studies
show that the best time Are you following all
to exercise is when the rules, but have
insulin is lowest and “selective
excepglucagon is at it high- tions”?
est. In most cases, this
is within one hour of Let’s take for inwaking.
stance, a “trigger
food”. Everyone has
“This will set the bod- a different one. In

general, women prefer the taste of sweet
foods, while
men
prefer salty and fatty foods. Therefore,
many women may
find chocolate candy
their trigger
food.
Men may find potato
chips their “trigger
food”.

sumable
substance,
that, when eaten in
small quantities by
most individuals will
not produce a substantial deficient in
there nutritional quest
for weight loss.

whether it’s a fat, carbohydrate, protein or
combination thereof
it will detour the individual in many and
actually cause the opposite desired result
weight gain and adversely effect their
However in some in- nutrition diet.
dividuals, if there is
a continued desire to In simplest terms,
A trigger food is in reach for more quan- some people have
my definition, a con- tities of this nutrient one food they simply

can not have “a little of”. Who can eat
only 10 M & M’s and
stop?
Article continued on
page...27.
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Shy Cats And Senior
Citizens Program
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It’s hard for shy
cats to stand out in
the crowd, but they
make wonderfully
undemanding companions. Shy cats
truly appreciate the
luxury of a quieter
home, and a cosy spot
to curl up in. And a
little time, patience
and love goes such a
long way.

their more affection- efits - lower levels
ate side once they’ve of stress and anxisettled in.
ety, reduced risk of
heart disease, lower
What sort of homes blood pressure, imare needed?
proved mood, and
help with loneliness
• Quiet, calm envi- and depression. Not
ronment.
to mention the incredible feeling that
• Lots of patience comes from knowand understanding. It ing you’ve saved a
can take longer for a life.
shy cat to settle into a
new home.
Help a shy cat, save
a life, support your
To become a carer local cat rescue, and
for a shy cat, it costs enjoy all the positive
just $25. These cats health benefits of pet
are desexed, vacci- companionship!
nated, wormed and
flea treated, with To find a shy cat that
the $25 program fee needs your help, get
going direct to the in touch with Caren
rescue group to help at shycats@petrescover their vet bills. cue.org.au.

Shy cats tend to stay
in rescue care for a
long time, which puts
pressure on resources, and limits how
many other incoming
cats and kittens can
be saved. That’s why
we’re looking for
senior citizens who
are willing to offer
long-term or permanent care to shy cats
in need.
And you can rest
assured that, should
If you’re a special your circumstances
kind
of
person ever change the cat
who’s
willing to will return to the
open your heart and care of the rescue
your home to a shy group.
cat, you’ll find it’s
such a rewarding Pet
companionexperience, as plen- ship has been linked
ty of shy cats show with so many ben-
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Do You Want To Create
Money On Demand?
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

• How to build a
million dollar web
business from scratch
even if you don’t
have a product, mail• The 16 ways to use ing list or idea.
webinars to finance
your entrepreneurial • How we took ranseminar atlifestyle,
allowing dom
you to focus on the tendees and helped
them generate $2,000
things you love.
- $22,000 in 90 minIn this book below
which you can buy
from Amazon you
will discover:

162nd Edition 21st December 2017

• The easiest and
fastest ways to get
other people to promote your products
and services online
so you don’t have to,
and why you’ll never
• Why you don’t have a lead generation
need to create a or traffic generation
product before it ac- problem.
Steven Essa spent 13
tually sells
years as a profession( but get paid first ).
utes or less.
• How to automate
your
entire sales
process so you have
more time to live
your dream life.

al musician before
pursuing his goal of
financial freedom by
tapping into the power of the web, setting
up and running automated webinar campaigns that generated
over $120,000 in just
90 minutes.

ly free ( from over
1/2 a million in debt )
by building a fully automated business that
leaves him time to do
whatever he wants.

He became financialOriginally
from
Greece, Corinna Essa
worked in the television industry before
she learned how to
leverage the internet to create her own
economy. She now
owns a seven figure digital marketing
agency, where 80% of
the sales come from
webinars.

Today Steven and
Corinna travel around
the world
sharing
their Money-On-Demand system with
thousands of people.
Their proven system
has been responsible
for generating $50
million + in sales for
clients and their own
businesses.

https://www.amazon.com/Money-DemandFastest-Becoming-Millionaire-ebook/dp/
B01N80UZ3E/ref=la_B01N3D2PS7_1_1?s=
books&ie=UTF8&qid=1500890714&sr=1-1
Only $11,97 Paperback
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Why Make It Hard On Yourself
Trying To Get To The Top?

Mortgage
Debts
Car Debts
Student
Debts
ETC...
And Instead Use
The Advice Of
Archimedes?

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

Wealth For The Workers Is Using Archimedes
Brilliance To Help Heal The World

Go To: https://youtu.be/VF6tkFagf2o
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Nutrition Diets & Weight
Loss - The Trigger Factor
Exposed
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Dr. Gary Gendron

Article
continued drinking ____. It’s that
from page...23.
simple “I am keeping
my self from my goal
Some people find this by keeping this in my
satisfying. But there life.”
are people who find
this to be there trigger Next I suggest you
food which will then do not taste it at all. It
cause them to cascade seemed easier to comin to a downward spi- pletely abstain from
ral on dipping com- the substance, period,
pulsively into the M & remove it from the
M bags.
refrigerator, shelves,
get it out of the
Oops and 3 pounds of house!
M & M’s are gone!
If your thoughts beForget about the 1 come aware of not
hour 5 / day a week having it, train your
walks or the good nu- mind to redirect its
trition the past few thoughts
and
do
days.
something pro active
and productive such
Because now, all the as go for a walk, read
M & M addict can a book that you’ve
think about is M & wanted to read, play
M’s, period. “A special with your animals
rule” and exception to or children, make a
the diet “M & M’s will phone call, etc.
be forgiven!” You can
replace M & M’s with You will find in ten
anything besides ice minutes you will have
cream, nachos, french resisted the urge and
fries, etc. There goes have become pleased
your healthy nutrition with your resolve to
diet.
stay on the path to a
healthy nutrition diet.
Can you see how one
“trigger point food” While the concept of
will throw out all at- “trigger food” is simtempts at losing body plistic, it is often unfat? Never mind the derestimated in playhealth benefits that ing the role of the
aren’t attained.
saboteur of body fat/
weight loss.
My advice to you is
that you must develop It is often unidentia personal mantra, “I fied because either one
am only ____ pounds is in denial of eating
or inches away from such large quantities.
my goal if I eliminate We must bring
the habit of eating or

our awareness to the
forefront and honestly http://chiroprac
identify this personal torbonitasprings.com/
enemy so we can de- right now!
velop a strategy to ensure the pursuit for
our quest for a healthy
nutrition diet.
Disclaimer:
Not everyone has this
problem. However, a
large majority of people who fail at there
attempts often overlook their “trigger factor” and attribute their
attempts to something
“more complicated”.

Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
e x p e r t / D r. _ G a r y _
Gendron/336370

Empty the
shelves of
your trigger
foods.

Keep it simple...just
try this. Stay away
from the trigger food
for one week, keep
up all the other efforts
toward your goal, and
see if it’s that simple.
If this is your obstacle, you will have no
problem omitting this
food item from your
diet as your confidence increases as
you loose weight and
have the optimum nutrition diet.
Discover the secrets to
healthy nutrition diets
and weight loss. Visit
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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DON’T REPACK THE DISHWASHER!
AND 11 OTHER LESSONS FROM 12
MTHS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP.
By James Sewell www.pinkjunk.com.au

I’ve been writing this
blog for blo*dy ages.
I first came up with
the idea about 4
months ago as I was
re-packing the dishwasher (more on that
later).
But I have really
struggled to pull it together.

preneurship so I read this is that while it
everything going.
makes life incredibly
busy, you get to learn
But the same old so many new skills.
“lessons” get regurgitated; you need For example, in the
to motivate yourself last 12 months, I have
(mmm, ok); you’ll learnt;
lose your social life • To build a website
(heard it before), it’s (no snide comments
tough (suck it up prin- please...).
cess!), you make sacThe reason is this: rifices (ok, I’m playing • To market online.
where do you start?
the world’s smallest
violin here…), etcet- • To drive, load and
There is so much you era, etcetera, etcetera. tip a truck.
learn over the course
of 12 months of busi- So just to be clear • To smash up a wardness ownership. It is then; it’s tough. You robe in under 5 secvery hard to distil it lose your social life. onds (promise).
down to something You make sacrifices.
more succinct than You need to be self- • To hire, manage and
War and Peace.
motivated. Good!
even fire a team.
Particularly if you
want to write an article someone might
actually find
useful…

Now, here’s the juicy
stuff; my top 12 lessons after 12 months
of entrepreneurship…

YOU CAN DO SO
I remember that be- MUCH MORE
fore I started PINK THAN YOU
JUNK I had all sorts THINK.
or concerns about
jumping ship from When you run a busimy cushy
corpo- ness, particularly at
rate slosh-fest into the start, you have to
the bare and brac- do everything.
ing world of entre- The great thing about

• Basic accounting
such as reconciliation, reading a balance sheet, cash-flow
forecasting and P&L
management (look,
I would pretend I
could do this before,
but I really can now).
• How to find, download and use any
number of different
apps and systems
• How to search, find

and engage great consultants.
• A huge
amount
about the Australian
waste industry and
how it works (fascinating I assure you).
• How to cook the
best-ever bolognaise
(unrelated, but something I’m proud of).
• Load and loads and
loads of other stuff.

explains why Mrs. THE DISHWASHSewell was so chirpy ER
Yes, I’m serious.
during that period!).
I am one of those anMore to the point; if noying people (some
you have ambitions might call a perfecof growth, you need tionist, others might
to be working ON call a n*b) who feels
your business, not IN the need to re-pack the
it. Not sure what I dishwasher if it has
mean? Read Michael not been done propE. Gerber’s brilliant erly. Article continued
book, The E-Myth. on page..34.
DON’T REPACK

BUT YOU CAN’T
AND SHOULDN’T
DO IT ALL!
Despite learning all
these skills, I have
also learnt that you
cannot do everything.
Early on in PINK
JUNK, we were driving a truck, doing the
jobs, taking bookings, managing the
accounts, working on
the website, hiring
and managing, etc.
Long term it’s not
sustainable,
will
stress you out and
your wife will never
see you (…which
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Learn The Secrets Of Success- Magnify Your
Thinking Patterns And Achieve Everything
You’ve Always Wanted
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD Puzzle thanks to Cath ED of TGNNP
Sudoku Thanks to Derek Editor of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

How tuned up is your mind? Here is Last Week’s
161st Edition Solution
I
M
A
A
G
E
D

S
T
R
A
N
G
E
R

U S
C
R
N A
P
R E

P E
O X
T
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A R
E N
A
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R
U
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C T
E
L
M E
P
H
D O
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E
O S

E D
G O
N T
E R
O
U
D S
Y E
E R
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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DON’T REPACK THE DISHWASHER!
AND 11 OTHER LESSONS FROM 12
MTHS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP.
By James Sewell www.pinkjunk.com.au

Being
effective
means more than just
being efficient.
After all, you can be
the most efficient person in the world at
completing a task that
has no bearing on
your overall objective.
Being effective identifying the tasks you
need to do to achieve
your goals, prioritizing them and then
finding the most efficient way to complete
them.

to recall what I have office next door) and
achieved.
asks me to have the
baby. Or someone ofI now use a very ef- fers me a coffee. Or
fective technique I the phone rings. Or
learnt from Tim Fer- that new Justin Bieber
ris’ book The Four song comes on (are
Hour Work Week.
you a Belieber…?).

FOCUS!

The night before, I
write down the biggest and most important tasks I need to
achieve the next day.
The next morning
(…the morning after
the night before, you
might say), I focus on
said task(s) 100% until they are complete
and during that time, I
allow nothing to distract me. I am in the
zone. Like an immovable rock.
…until
my wife
comes in (from the

“Try and do too much
and you will achieve
too little” said…me.
Just now.
I am terrible for becoming distracted and
constantly adding stuff
to my list of things to
do, with the net result
being
I often end up doing
none of them very
well and at the end
of the day I struggle

So, it doesn’t always
work out how exactly how we plan and
that’s just life but, it
is incredibly useful
to have a major daily
goal (or two) written
down, that you can refer back to whenever
you have some time
free - this also allows
you to reduce faff
time and be more effective.
Article
continued
next week...
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